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Abstract 

Cloud computing infrastructure is combination of software and hardware resources for performing the efficient computing. In this context a 

number of contributions are established for optimizing their performance more. The resource scheduling and the workload balancing is the 

similar directional effort for optimizing the computational performance of the cloud infrastructures. The proposed work is intended to measure 

the performance of cloud scheduling approaches that are claimed to optimize the performance of the cloud computing. Therefore two popular 

and frequently used scheduling approaches i.e. round robin and first come first serve techniques are implemented with the help of cloudSim 

simulator. The round robin technique allocates a fixed amount of time for all the resources to a given job therefore this concept works as the time 

shared manner. Similarly the FCFS technique allocates jobs according to their appearance or sequence therefore that technique is functions 

according to the space shared manner. Additionally the performance of both the approaches are measured and compared. In order to compare the 

performance of both the techniques the average processing time, average processing cost, average waiting time and the CPU utilization is 

computed using the simulation trace. According to the obtained performance the round robin technique found much efficient in all the 

parameters. Therefore it is acceptable for future extension of the proposed work. 

Keywords:FCFS, Round robin, Cloud resource, Load balancing, CloudSim, Simulation of cloud infrastructure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The need of efficient computation is increases day by day. Traditional computation techniques and infrastructures are not much 

effective for this purpose. In this context the cloud computing is comparatively new technology to answer this problem. The cloud 

computing techniques are combination of software and hardware technologies for providing the scalable, efficient and low cost 

computational experience. This computing technology offers the sharable resources due to this ability of computation and storage 

is scalable according to the application needs. But when the load on these infrastructures is appeared then issues are rises in terms 

of processing cost and time. Therefore to handle the issues of uniform resource consumption the different load balancing 

techniques are employed on these infrastructures. 

The proposed work is intended to analyze and explore the different techniques of load balancing in cloud servers. Therefore two 

load balancing techniques are adopted and implemented a simulation using these algorithm for finding the strength and weakness 

of these load balancing algorithms. The load balancing techniques are basically the methods by which the load on a single server 

or resource is distributed on the available resources. The result of this strategy is that, it enhances the processing ability of the 

cloud infrastructure and also help to minimize the computational cost of the processes. The implementation and simulation is tried 

to develop with the cloudSim simulator. The cloudSim is a discrete event simulator and provides the real world experience for 

cloud infrastructure. 

2.    LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 Cloud computing offers information and communication technology users a new dimension of convenience of resources, as 

service  via the Internet. Because cloud provides a finite pool of virtualized on-demand resources, optimally scheduling them has 

become an essential and rewarding topic, where a trend of using Evolutionary Computation (EC) algorithms is emerging rapidly.  

Through analyzing the cloud computing architecture, in this survey Zhi-Hui Zhan et al [24] first presents taxonomy at two levels 

of scheduling cloud resources. According to the taxonomy, a comprehensive survey of state-of-the-art approaches is presented 

systematically. Looking forward, challenges and potential future research directions are investigated and invited, including real-

time scheduling, adaptive dynamic scheduling, large-scale scheduling, multi-objective scheduling, and distributed and parallel 

scheduling. At the dawn of Industry 4.0, cloud computing scheduling for cyber-physical integration with the presence of big data 

is also discussed. Research in this area is only in its infancy, but with the rapid fusion of information and data technology, more 

exciting and agenda-setting topics are likely to emerge on the horizon. 

 

 Maria Alejandra Rodriguez et al [25] proposes a resource provisioning and scheduling strategy for scientific workflows on 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds. Author present an algorithm based on the meta-heuristic optimization technique, particle 
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swarm optimization (PSO), which aims to minimize the overall workflow execution cost while meeting deadline constraints. The 

heuristic is evaluated using CloudSim and various well-known scientific workflows of different sizes. The results show that given 

approach performs better than the current state-of-the-art algorithms. 

 

Rui Zhang et al [26] focus on how a broker can help a group of customers to fully utilize the volume discount pricing strategy 

offered by cloud service providers through cost-efficient online resource scheduling. They present a randomized online stack-

centric scheduling algorithm (ROSA) and theoretically prove the lower bound of its competitive ratio. Three special cases of the 

offline concave cost scheduling problem and the corresponding optimal algorithms are introduced. The simulation shows that 

ROSA achieves a competitive ratio close to the theoretical lower bound under the special cases. Trace-driven simulation using 

Google cluster data demonstrates that ROSA is superior to the conventional online scheduling algorithms in terms of cost saving. 

 

Resource scheduling and energy consumption are the two of most significant problems in cloud computing. Owing to the scale 

and complexity of various resources, it is often difficult to conduct the theoretical analysis of the performance and power 

consumption of scheduling and resource provisioning algorithms on Cloud testbeds. Thus, simulation frameworks are becoming 

important ways to complete evaluation. CloudSim is one of the most popular and powerful simulation platforms for cloud 

computing. However, it requires much improvement to enable CloudSim to perform multi-resource or energy-aware simulations. 

To overcome this problem, Weiwei Lin et al [27] had extended CloudSim with a multi-resource scheduling and power 

consumption model, which allows more accurate valuation of power consumption in dynamic multi-resource scheduling. 

Extensive experiments on six combinations of task assignment algorithms and resource allocation algorithms demonstrate the 

powerful functionality and superior convenience of the extended CloudSim, MultiRECloudSim. Different task assignment and 

resource scheduling policies will bring about very different energy cost. Authors could easily repeat the experiment to find out the 

efficiency and the power consumption of the algorithms under diverse arguments with MultiRECloudSim. 

 

 Wei Wei et al [28] proposes a cloud resource allocation model based on an imperfect information Stackelberg game (CSAM-

IISG) using a hidden Markov model (HMM) in a cloud computing environment. CSAM-IISG was shown to increase the profit of 

both the resource supplier and the applicant. Firstly, authors used the HMM to predict the service provider‟s current bid using the 

historical resources based on demand. Through predicting the bid dynamically, an imperfect information Stackelberg game (IISG) 

was established. The IISG motivates service providers to choose the optimal bidding strategy according to the overall utility, 

achieving maximum profits. Based on the unit prices of different types of resources, a resource allocation model is proposed to 

guarantee optimal gains for the infrastructure supplier. The proposed resource allocation model can support synchronous 

allocation for both multiservice providers and various resources. The simulation results demonstrated that the predicted price was 

close to the actual transaction price, which was lower than the actual value in the game model. The proposed model was shown to 

increase the profits of service providers and infrastructure suppliers simultaneously. 

 

Many believe the future of gaming lies in the cloud, namely Cloud Gaming, which renders an interactive gaming application in the 

cloud and streams the scenes as a video sequence to the player over Internet. This paper proposes GCloud, a GPU/CPU hybrid 

cluster for cloud gaming based on the user-level virtualization technology. Youhui Zhang et al [29] present a performance model 

to analyze the server-capacity and games‟ resource-consumptions, which categorizes games into two types: CPU-critical and 

memory-io-critical. Consequently, several scheduling strategies have been proposed to improve the resource-utilization and 

compared with others. Simulation tests show that both of the First-Fit-like and the Best-Fit-like strategies outperform the other(s); 

especially they are near optimal in the batch processing mode. Other test results indicate that GCloud is efficient: An off-the-shelf 

PC can support five high-end video-games run at the same time. In addition, the average per-frame processing delay is 8-19 ms 

under different image-resolutions, which outperforms other similar solutions. 

 

 Khalid Bijon et  al [30] present attribute-based constraints specification and enforcement as a mechanism to mitigate such multi-

tenancy risks that arise in cloud IaaS. They represent relevant properties of virtual resources (e.g., virtual machines, virtual 

networks, etc.) as their attributes. Conflicting attribute values are specified by the tenant or by the cloud IaaS system as 

appropriate. The goal is to schedule virtual resources on physical resources in a conflict-free manner. The general problem is 

shown to be NP-complete. Authors explore practical conflict specifications that can be efficiently enforced. They have 

implemented a prototype for virtual machine scheduling in OpenStack, a widely-used open-source cloud IaaS software, and 

evaluated its performance overhead, resource requirements to satisfy conflicts, and resource utilization. 

 

 Mihaela-Andreea Vasile et al [31] proposed a resource-aware hybrid scheduling algorithm for different types of application: 

batch jobs and workflows. The proposed algorithm considers hierarchical clustering of the available resources into groups in the 

allocation phase. Task execution is performed in two phases: in the first, tasks are assigned to groups of resources and in the 

second phase, a classical scheduling algorithm is used for each group of resources. The proposed algorithm is suitable for 

Heterogeneous Distributed Computing, especially for modern High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems in which applications 

are modeled with various requirements (both IO and computational intensive), with accent on data from multimedia applications. 

Author evaluate their performance in a realistic setting of CloudSim tool with respect to load-balancing, cost savings, dependency 

assurance for workflows and computational efficiency, and investigate the computing methods of these performance metrics at 

runtime. 
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The resources in cloud environment have features such as large-scale, diversity, and heterogeneity.To improve the quality of cloud 

computing service, not merely should the traditional standards such as cost and bandwidth be satisfied, but also particular 

emphasis should be laid on some extended standards such as system friendliness. Zhijia Chen et al [32] proposes a dynamic 

resource scheduling method based on fuzzy control theory. Firstly, the resource requirements prediction model is established. 

Then the relationships between resource availability and the resource requirements are concluded. Afterwards fuzzy control theory 

is adopted to realize a friendly match between user needs and resources availability. Results show that this approach improves the 

resources scheduling efficiency and the quality of service (QoS) of cloud computing. 

 

 One of the important research issues which need to be focused for its efficient performance is scheduling. The goal of scheduling 

is to map tasks to appropriate resources that optimize one or more objectives. Scheduling in cloud computing belongs to a 

category of problems known as NP-hard problem due to large solution space and thus it takes a long time to find an optimal 

solution. There are no algorithms which may produce optimal solution within polynomial time to solve these problems. In cloud 

environment, it is preferable to find suboptimal solution, but in short period of time. Meta-heuristic based techniques have been 

proved to achieve near optimal solutions within reasonable time for such problems. In this paper, Mala Kalra et al [33] provide an 

extensive survey and comparative analysis of various scheduling algorithms for cloud and grid environments based on three 

popular meta-heuristic techniques: Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO), and two novel techniques: League Championship Algorithm (LCA) and BAT algorithm. 

 

 3.  ANALYSIS RESULT 

 

On the basis of this survey, the results are described  in which different algorithms are categorized according to their types and 

experiments. Different algorithms work in a different way to balance the work load in cloud computing. The  work is intended to 

measure the performance of cloud scheduling approaches that are claimed to optimize the performance of the cloud computing. 

Therefore two popular and frequently used scheduling approaches i.e. round robin and first come first serve techniques are 

implemented with the help of cloudSim simulator. The round robin technique allocates a fixed amount of time for all the resources 

to a given job therefore this concept works as the time shared manner. Similarly the FCFS technique allocates jobs according to 

their appearance or sequence therefore that technique is functions according to the space shared manner. Additionally the 

performance of both the approaches are measured and compared. In order to compare the performance of both the techniques the 

average processing time, average processing cost, average waiting time and the CPU utilization is computed using the simulation 

trace. According to the obtained performance the round robin technique found much efficient in all the parameter. 

                                                                         

  4.  CONCLUSION 

 

 The cloud computing is enable us to solve large and complex computational problems efficiently. In this context the concept of 

sharable resources and resource scheduling is adopted for working more efficiently with the cloud resources. When the cloud 

server resources are overloaded then these techniques are helps to minimize the processing cost and time by distributing the 

assigned load uniformly to all the set of resources. This will also help for the issues in which the resources are not managed 

properly. Therefore two popular and classical techniques are proposed for design, implementation and their comparative 

performance study. The aim of resource scheduling is to minimize the resource consumption and imbalance of load assignment to 

the internal server infrastructure to enhance the productivity and reduce the misuse of available computational resources. 

The proposed work is intended to investigate the performance of the two popular load balancing approaches of cloud 

infrastructure. Therefore two techniques namely FCFS (first come first serve) and round robin techniques are implemented using 

the cloudSim simulator. Basically in both kinds of approaches only jobs are considered for scheduling. Additionally there is not 

any information required about the available resources. Thus the techniques are unidirectional approaches of scheduling the 

resources. Therefore both the techniques are implemented to assign the jobs directly to the available set of resources. Additionally 

based on their execution of jobs the performance measurement is performed and the outcomes are demonstrated. In order to 

compute the performance of both kinds of infrastructures the cost and time both are considered as key performance factors. 

The implementation of the proposed simulations for demonstration of FCFS and round robin technique is performed using JAVA 

technology and with the help of cloudSim simulator. After implementation of the required simulations the performance of both the 

simulation techniques are evaluated in different performance parameters. The summary performance of both the approaches is 

given in table 6.1. 

S. 

No. 
Parameters  FCFS Round robin  

1 Average processing High  Low  
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time  

2 Average processing 

cost  
High  Low  

3 Average waiting time  High  Low  

4 CPU utilization  High  Low  

Table 4.1 performance summary 

According to the obtained performance as demonstrated in table 4.1 the FCFS technique is not much efficient as the round robin 

approach. Therefore the round robin is acceptable technique for scheduling resources as compared to the FCFS technique 
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